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For Stony. Grubby or Brush Land
HITCH /OUR TRACTOR TO A

John Deere Jumbo Grub Breaker
THE ONLY PLOW OF THIS TYPE ON THE MARKET

BUILT FOR HEAVY, STONY, GRUBBY, POPLAR or 
OTHER BRUSH LANDS

It has all the strength, 
turns a 24 inch furrow, cuts 
off all roots to depth of fur
row and throws them out so 
that it is easy to clear the

Most complete and econ
omical method of clearing. 
All roots are cut off so deep 
sprouting cannot occur.

ALL STEEL OF ENORMOUS STRENGTH SPECIALLY 
CONSTRUCTED BEAM FORE CARRIAGE INSURES 

STEADY RUNNING.
Beam, levers, lever ratchets, clevis wheels, axles, handles and all 

other parts are made of high grade steel. Instead of being in 
one solid piece, the beam is made of three heavy flat

steel bars bolted together. 
This makes a very strong 
beam and permits the two 
outside bars to lie shaped so 
that one supports the mold 
board and the other the 
landside.

Two large. wide-tired 
wheels mounted on strong 
steel axles support front 
end of beam and stead) the 
plow when at work. Axles 
operate with levers to regu
late depth, level the plow 
and raise it out of the 
ground.

There are many localities 
are covered with grubs 
and where it is evident the 
clearing must lie dene with 
the engine. This means a
plow of extraordinary
strength. You have it in 
the John Deere Jumbo 
Grub Breaker.
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The Jumbo Breaker is so strong it will stand the pull of a high-powered engine without strain or breaking. The 
extra heavy standing cutter is held to beam by a strong clamp and is drilled at heel to receive share-point—a great protection to 
share. By referring to illustration you will see that by inverting clevis, a high hitch is obtained. The clevis as shown gives a 
medium or low hitch ; inverted, it gives a medium or high hitch. Write us for further particulars of this wonderful clearing tool.

The Fleury Pulverizer
An entirely new implement with new ROLLER-BEARING TONGUE TRUCK that relieves the horses of the jolting 

and killing drag of the ordinary pulverizer. The racking jolt from uneven ground through the old rigid poles, falls directly 
on the horses’ necks. With the FLEURY it is entirely borne by the FREE OSCILLATING TONGUE TRUCK which accomo
dates itself to the slightest deviation of the implement.

DUST PROOF 
ROLLER BEARINGS

Take the place of 
the obsolete ‘ friction" 
equipment of the two 
main axles and the
Two Draft Iron 
Bearings. These 
are absolutely dust- 
proof by close-fitting 
washers secured to 
both ends of bearing

CLEAN and TRUE 
AT EVERY POINT

The castings in 
which the roller bear
ings revolve are accur
ately BOREI), not 
cored, so that the 
bearings fit perfectly. 
In otlier makes the 
shafting “takes its 
chance” in the core of 
the casting which can 
never be uniform.

The Fleury Pulverizer and Packer with Now Holler Bearing Tongue, Truck. Insizes, 16, 22. 24, sections, with or without 
Tongue Truck. Any size can be supplied with Sub-Soil Wheels.

We use only the FINEST REELED SHAFTING in providing for the bearings of the FLEURY PULVERIZER. It is clean 
and true throughout its whole length as distinguished from the common and irregular cast-shafting of competitive machines. 
The effect of this at such a vital point of a pulverizer must be felt to be fully appreciated. The saving on draft is very great 
—not to speak of wear and tear on the machine. It means more work and better work with half the wear and sweat. It 
means durability in place of weight and wear.

WRITE FOR LITERATURE, PRICES AND TERMS

John Deere Plow Company, Ltd.
Winnipeg Regina Calgary Saskatoon Edmonton Lethbridge


